
SOLUTIONS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF  
FORCE AND STRAIN



X-SENSORS creates innovative products for classical measurement of force and strain. Founded in the year 2000 
X-SENSORS quickly established itself in the field of process and equipment design by providing custom solutions. 
A wide program of standard products followed from these sensor solutions. Today these products are in use all 
over the world.  

Sensors often become very closely coupled to their processes. The more the sensor is optimized for its function, the 
more closely the process will be controlled. For the machine maker this often means an improvement in technology 
and accuracy which will distinguish him from his competitors. For the end-user it translates into improved perform-
ance with reduced down-time and higher productivity. And not by any means the least important fact: closely-specified 
processes can be implemented more reliably when specific well-matched sensors from X-SENSORS are used.

Solutions for force and strain measurement
With X-SENSORS solutions you will be able to measure force and strain 
in any conceivable type of installation.  

EXPERIENCE AND KNOW-HOW ADVICE FOR DESIGN TEAM WIDE PRODUCT RANGE
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Pleasure in Innovation backed by Experience

Our staff are unbeatable experts: With up to 30 years experience they have created and developed innovative products 
to meet the need for classical measurements of force and strain. From this base we create optimal solutions to the 
very special needs of our world-wide customers. We work with a high level of technology using electronic CAD, 3D CAD, 
finite element analysis and automated measurement data capture. Our production and quality management systems 
are certified to ISO9001.

Force measurement more securely controlled

• static and dynamic force and strain measurement based on strain-gages
• measuring amplifiers with interfaces to common data busses
• development of complete measuring chains
• static and dynamic materials testing on our in-house test equipment
• On-site stress measurement and recommendations

Our technological strong points:
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Rapid, cost-effective solution 
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Mold protection sensors 
Detecting parts which have not been fully ejected

Clamping force sensors
 to measure deflection of the mounting plate

Injection nozzle force sensor
located in the cavity

Injection pressure and 
temperature sensors
Reference measurements at the nozzle 

Gearbox Sensor
for injection pressure measurement oil-immersed

Load Cell
for the injection pressure directly after the 
injection screw

Tie bar sensors
to measure clamping force or balance 
of the four tie bars

Clamping force calibration
using a high-force cylinder

  



Sensors for force measurement 
in injection molding machines

Injection-molding technology using entirely electrically-powered machines now allows clean quiet production using 
less energy. X-SENSORS holds extensive knowledge and experience in sensor technology, providing solutions which will 
ensure consistent product quality and trouble-free production. Our field-proven sensors are stable and highly precise. 
X-SENSORS produces sensors which can be built into every location in an injection-molding machine. That allows us to 
come up with fast, cost-effective solutions based on the needs and wishes of our customers. Sensor technology properly 
located can be used for mold protection with a dynamic range of 2000:1.

Know-how, experience, and optimal cost-effectiveness.
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Injection pressure and 
temperature sensors
Reference measurements at the nozzle 

Gearbox Sensor
for injection pressure measurement oil-immersed



Easily measure the smallest strains
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Strain Sensors for 
machine frames
Press force easily measured (overload protection)

Canister Load Cells for press force
Precise measurements of press force in the 
working area

Flange-type Load Cells 
in force flow
Actual process force accurately measured 

Cylindrical Load Cells 
in force flow
Press force can be accurately documented
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Force sensors for press machines
and press tools

Assembling, riveting, punching, bending, welding, etc. Press machines and press tools, which already have innumerable 
uses in assembly, drawing, and forming technologies, are constantly finding new applications. Sensor technology from 
X-SENSORS allows forces to be measured reliably, whether using conventional load-cells in line with the stroke or strain-
gages on the die or the machine frame. Miniature sensors permit working forces up to 200kN to be measured directly 
at the tool. Obviously, all the necessary measuring amplifiers, cable assemblies, and accessories are also available. 
High-force cylinders, precision measuring packages, and digital displays from X-SENSORS make it easy to test and 
calibrate press machines. 

Press frames are being made stronger all the time – meaning they deflect less.



Broad selection: Load weighing in any location
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Under motor bedframe
Cost-effective load weighing using only two 
sensors

At the hitch point
Simple solutions for modernization with no 
impact on the existing regulated travel 
parameters

At the Rope or Belt
Very simple installation with no mechanical 
modification

On the Crosshead beam
Cost-effective load weighing with a single 
sensor which can be scaled for a precise result

Under the cabin floor
A solution providing very precise load weighing

Control Units
Modular system matched to the sensors, with 
interfaces for various controllers



New installations with the necessary accuracy and economics can be realized. When upgrading the focus is on ease 
of installation, rapid implementation, and a wide palette of products. We offer you flexible, modular solutions for both 
requirements, and wide experience with modernization projects.

X-SENSORS attention to detail in the design of their modular system 
allows great freedom to configure load weighing systems to suit all types of cabin.

Load weighing devices for elevators
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Machines and plant engineering frequently call for measurement of physical quantities, as well as raw force, deflection, 
tension and strain, which at first sight may not have any obvious solution. Are you looking for that critical technological 
edge over your competition? Then we need to talk – many marketing successes have come from an idea which was able 
to be expertly and efficiently implemented.  

X-SENSORS possesses the know-how and capability in the underlying technologies to deal with your measuring 
problems. Our sensors can measure force, strain, deflection, torque, multi-axis voltage distribution, fluid conductivity, 
structural displacements in the order of 1/100mm, valve actuator position, burner flame intensity,  the presence 
and edge location of steel objects, prevent collisions, etc. Our sensors are recognized by UL and ATEX for use in all 
normal and problematic locations. 

Solutions for all types of Machines and Plant Engineering

Sensor technology to measure force, deflection, tension, and strain.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES STRAIN SENSORS SPECIAL SENSORS
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Solutions for all types of Machines and Plant Engineering

Competence in special solutions and services.

X-SENSORS can call on a widespread network of experienced engineers who have worked on a broad range of very 
successful solutions which are currently being marketed in significant quantities. However, we also understand that 
even with a successful design only the first step has been taken; producibility and industrialization steps will still be 
needed. Here you can count on X-SENSORS, whose production facilities and overseas marketing department are both 
located in Switzerland, once your product is off the “design bench”.  

Product no longer available, and you have no second source? 
We are there for you. We will start right away to produce products, compatible in form as well as function, to fill that 
gap. These enable a longer product life cycle for the end-user, who does not have to change his sales and technical 
documentation or retrain his workforce.

Another service of X-SENSORS is on-site stress evaluation. We will use our equipment to measure force, strain, 
temperature and vibration at your location. The measured results, collected in a digital multi-channel format, are then 
presented in a clearly-written test report.

On-site engineering and stress measurement
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X-SENSORS AG
Landenbergerstr. 13 • 8253 Diessenhofen • Switzerland
Phone + 41 52 / 657 38 77 • Fax + 41 52 / 741 47 66
www.xsensors.com • info@xsensors.com


